
Invitation  for  World  Cosplay  Summit  
2015  &  Meeting  with  famous  voice  

actor,  Romi  Park  for  Grand  Prize!

Sushi  Ninja  Video  Grand  Prize
The	  Omoshiroi	  Nippon	  Video	  Award　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　	  

“Pos4ng	  interes4ng	  Japan	  in	  your	  country	  to	  be	  invited	  to	  World	  Cosplay	  Summit”	  

April, 2015 
World Cosplay Summit Bureau 

Genco, Inc. 

A part of “SUSHI NINJA” project Genco (Taro Maki, President, Minato-ku, 
Tokyo) produces, Genco and World Cosplay Summit (Tokumaru Oguri, executive 
committee chairman, Nagoya, Aichi) will collaboratively hold “Posting interesting 

Japan in your country to be invited to World Cosplay Summit (“Omoshiroi Nippon 
Video Award)” in summer 2015. 	

【Project Outline】 	
Form Japan’s point of view, there are so many unique Sushi, “Japanese style” places, stores and customs in 
counties outside of Japan. Please post video of introducing those unique and interesting “Japanese style” places, 
phenomenon and etc. in the world. We look forward to having your entries of full of imagination with creative sprits 
and great ideas of creative cosplayers.	
	

The application deadline is June 30, 2015 (24:00) in Japan time.	
 Announcing the Grand Prize, July 3, 2015 in Japan time.	
The prize-giving, we will announce and honor the winner at the stage of World 
Cosplay Summit in Nagoya on August 1, 2015.	

【How to apply】	
Entry from the entry form on the website after posting the video on video 
sites including YouTube. (h"p://sushininja.jp/wcs/)	
	
【Evaluation】	
The selection will be done by judges below referring the number of viewers 
and thumbs-ups and comments from video sites including YouTube.	
Main judges 		
Executive committee chairman of World Cosplay Summit, Tokumaru Oguri	

	President of Genco, Inc.,             	Taro Maki	
	World Cosplay Summit Bureau    * Edo Hoff and other	

Romi Park 
famous voice actor Romi Park who is casting 
“MAGURO” in “SUSHI NINJA”. (Edward Elric from 
Fullmetal Alchemist series) 

Grand Prize	
①Invitation for World Cosplay Summit 2015 (2 groups, 4 people)	
②Meeting with voice actor, Romi Park(August 4, 2015)	
	

Ｓｕｓｈｉ  Ｎｉｎｊａ  ×  World  Cosplay  Summit  Collaboration  Project

The  Omoshiroi  Nippon  Video  Award  
～Posting  interesting  Japan  in  your  country  to  be  invited  to  World  Cosplay  Summit～

ジェンコ
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h"p://sushininja.jp/wcs/	



    ■Contact 
World cosplay Summit Executive Office (WCS Inc.)  Mr. Takahiko Mori / Mr. Tomotaka Asano 
E-mail／info@wcs.co.jp 

We welcome posting videos by following regulation.	
	
	
①Any age and nationality are acceptable.　(Worldwide except Japanese residents)	
	

②The application deadline is June 30, 2015 in Japan time.	

	
③To entry, post video on video sites including YouTube, then only apply the entry form from the 

website.	
	

④Only own creation and unreleased video are available for the entry.	
	

⑤To apply by 2 creators as a pair.	
	

⑥Please insert “Contest Style” (You can download it from the material list) for approximately 5 
seconds in the video. We may need to request you to delete the uploaded video on the video 
site if it constitutes a violation of this regulation.	

	

⑦We recommend English language, and other languages should be along with English subtitle.	
	

⑧No specified time of length of the video, but basically it must be within 5 minutes.	

Q＆Ａ	
Q.1 Must cosplay requires? Any genre would be accepted?	
A.  Cosplay is not required. There is no rules and regulations for genre and challenge. Please introduce your 

Japanese (including Japanese style) freely. Of course cosplay is welcome. But descriptions of extremely 
violent or sexual are not acceptable.	

	
Q.2 Can I record the video with any video cameras?	
A. Using any digital or video camera would be fine as long as the video posted on video sites including YouTube is 

not extremely unclear.	
	
Q.3 What does mean a group of 2 for a pair?	
A. 2 people can either produce the video or cast in the video. Only 2 of you to receive the award if more than 2 

people of you to produce the video and cast in the movie and win the award.	
	
Q.4 Prior posting would be advantage?	
A. All videos will be evaluated in the same standard either you post the video earlier or closer to the deadline. It 

will be fair to count thumbs-ups for 2 weeks even though you post the video on the deadline. 	
	
Q.5 How is the regulation length of displaying Sushi Ninja logo that is inserted into the video?	
A.  Please insert “Contest Style” for approximately 5 seconds in the video, but there is no regulation length for 

“Sushi Ninja logo” or “Sushi Ninja Characters.”	

Q.6 Can I submit the video with other than English language? Non English would be disadvantage on the 
evaluation?	

A. For the convenience of the evaluation, we recommend English, and suggest insert translated English subtitle, 
then those video should be evaluated fairly.	

	

Regulation


